The Tech

Yale Trip's Beaver Wrestlers 24-3 in Contest Saturday
Coyle Scoring Points For Technology in Decision

Yale won an easy victory over the Beaver swimming team at New Haven Friday night. It was another case of a team that was completely outclassed going down fighting before a formidable opponent. Though the Institute swimmers went down to defeat, there were several fine performances put in by them during the evening.

Yale had second place secured early and the rest of the evening was just a piece of cake. Yale swimmers had the meet practically in their bag by the second hour and it was a case of just counting their points and trying to see who could get the most points in the remaining events. The closest points were in the backstroke in which Johnson of Yale turned in the fastest performance that he has ever turned in. Beaver team about 15 short.

Two hundred and twenty-yard relay—Yale, 1:41.1, Tech, 1:41.9.

Three hundred-yard freestyle relay—Yale, 1:49.8. Tech, 1:52.2.

Frosh fifteen-yard butterfly—Forrester, Yale, 20.7 sec.; Wilcox, AIT., 21.8 sec.

Sixty-yard backstroke—Forrester, Yale, 12.3 sec.; Wilcox, AIT., 12.9 sec.

Sixty-yard breaststroke—Eager, Yale, 12.5 sec.; Browne, Tech., 12.9 sec.

Eleven points won by Bronson, Yale, in the 100 yard swim.

On the second day of competition, Yale placed second in the meet, winning only the 115 pound class. Score—Amherst 39, AIT. 25. Goals from time to final. Wilcox, Yale, second; Armstrong, Tech. Time: 17 sec.

The game at Amherst was much faster with better success in this feature than did the visiting Institute. Dean's advantage throughout the largest part of the game, but Williams led at times. Yale scored four goals over their opponent, Forrester, Yale, third; Wilcox, Tech., fourth.


Of Dean's 28, AIT. 25.

In Fancy Dive, Sechrist secures the only second.
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Planners for the frosh event.
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